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Regulator C CP&L 50-261 

AXIO M Carolina Power & Light Company 

JUN6 1973 D June 4, 1973 
REGULATORY 

MAIL SECTION 

Mr. John F. O'Leary, Director 
Directorate of Reactor Licensing 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

H. B. ROBINSON UNIT 2 
LICENSE DPR-23 

REQUEST FOR 94% THERMAL POWER AUTHORIZATION 

Dear Mr. O'Leary: 

The Commission's letter of May 7, 1973, restricted operation 
of the H. B. Robinson Plant to 75% of thermal power pending Regulatory 
Staff review of the fuel densification analysis submitted by Carolina 

Power & Light Company on April 20, 1973. It is our understanding 

that the Staff has favorably acted on the densification analysis 

submitted for the lead plant, Point Beach 1, and that Point Beach 1 

has been licensed for 100% power.  

As discussed with the Staff on May 31, the power reserves on 

the CP&L system are less than the 18% that is considered minimum-from 

a power supply reliability standpoint. Weather to date has been mild; 

however, with the onset of summer, it is expected that system load 

will increase substantially in the immediate future.  

Recognizing the favorable staff determination of fuel perfor

mance at Point Beach, and to help ensure continuity of reliable 

service to the public, it is requested that H. B. Robinson, Unit 2, 
be authorized to operate at a maximum thermal power of 94% pending 
final review of our densification report. It is proposed that such 

operation be in accordance with the Technical Specifications sub
mitted April 20, 1973, with our densification analysis.  

Your prompt attention to this matter will be appreciated.  

Yours very truly, 

.A. Jon, 
Execive Vice-President 

JAJ:IG 

336 Fayetteville Street * P. 0. Box 1551 * Raleigh, N. C. 27602
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*use 4- 1973 

Mr. Sont?, OILeary, Director 
Direeterate of Reactor Licenstg.  
U. 8. Atomic Energ Caoatsston 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

MOTUNIT 2 
LICSE DPR-23 

-' 'nflTrca 94L PCA R AJrdok! TliO 

Deer Mr. O Leary; 

The Ctession's letter of lay 7 1973, resti operation 
of the 0. . Robinson Plant to 75% of thenal power pending Regulatory Staff review of the fuel deOsification aalysis submitted by Carolia Poner & Light Company on April 20,. 1973. It is our understenitg that the Staff has favorably aced on the denatftwation analyats sbmitzed for the lead plant, Point rereb 1, and that Potnt Beach I has been lensed for lOt poer.  

As discussed with the taff o MY.31, the pWrreasrves an the CP&L systea are less than the I#% that to conidered sata= frm a power supply reliability standpoint, Weator -to date has ben Uild; however, with the aswet of samer, it is expected that system load will.tacreas substattally in the w tate future, 

RecoiUing the favorable staff decominatton of fte1 parfor sne et Point Beach, and to help engsure continuity of roliable 
service to the public, it ts qrequsted that H. 3. Robtras, Shit 2 be. uthorlied to operate at a''axtwm thernal power of 94% pendIn final review of our denatfication report. It to proposed that sub opration be to ccordance with the htebical SpecifIcations submitted April 20, 1973, with our dsnsiffeation analysis.  

Your prompt attention to this matter will be appreciated.  

?Ours very truly 

S. aons 
fletiven Vice-Presh dent 

Th to



TECHNICAL BACKGROUND ON R. E. ADAMS 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

1956-1958 Researcher: krypton and xenon adsorption by activated carbon; 
Homogeneous Reactor Project 

1958-1960 Researcher: trapping of 12 by activated carbon and other 

materials; support for ORNL reactor projects 

1960-1965 Researcher: Nuclear Ship SAVANNAH Project; iodine trapping 
studies, development of in-place testing techniques, 
application of technique in actual testing of SAVANNAH systems.  

Application of activated carbon in power reactor off-gas system 

Trapping of methyl iodide by impregnated activated carbons 

1965-1970 Group Leader: Directed research on: 

Aerosol behavior 
Aerosol filtration 
Aerosol sampler development 
Iodine sampler development 
Methyl iodide formation 
Methyl iodide trapping in reactor off-gas 
Organic iodide trapping in fuel reprocessing plant off-gas 

Ignition studies on activated carbon 
Aging and weathering of activated carbons 
In-place testing technique for carbon systems 
Field studies of ORNL reactor off-gas systems



CP&L Presentation 
to AEC, 5/31/73 

The Durpose of my presentation is to trace the history of the 

application of activated carbon in the nuclear field for the 

trapping of radioactive iodine from off-gas streams. During 

the late 1950's it was recognized that, from a hazards stand

point, radioactive 1-131 was to be the controlling .isotope 

in gaseous discharges from nuclear plants. Prior to this period 

in time, periodic releases from fuel reprocessing plants were 

controlled by application of caustic scrubbers and silver reactors.  

These systems were not attractive for iodine control applications 

:in nuclear reactor off-gas because of their specific operating 

characteristics. Consequently, an investigation was initiated 

by the AEC to evaluate the application of carbon filters for 

control of iodine releases. Early R&D efforts indicated that, 

under most conditions, activated carbon has a very high efficiency 

for trapping elemental iodine. Carbon filters were installed on 

off-gas systems of many AEC-owned reactors (Savannah River, 

Hanford, Brookhaven, Oak Ridge) and on off-gas systems of the 

Puerto Rico Research Reactor and the Nuclear Ship Savannah.  

In the mid 1960's, as more investigators entered the iodine 

trapping field uAd as lab techniques became more sophisticated, 

it was discovered that 1-131 could, and does, exist both as the 

element, 12, and as an organic compound, CHI31. This organic form 

of iodine could not be trapped efficiently under high humidity 

conditions by conventional activated carbon, even though this 

carbon was highly efficient for trapping elemental iodine under 

this condition. Further R&D produced the impregnated form of 

activated carbon which does trap methyl iodide by a mechanism 

quite different from that by which 12 is trapped.  

SLIDE 1 

Elemental iodine tends to form a bond with the carbon surface and 

is efficiently trapped with little interferrence by operating 
variables such as humidity, temperature, air velocity, etc. Methyl



-2

iodide is trapped (or maybe a better word, decontaminated) by 

isotopic exchange where the radioactive I 131 atom of the methyl 

iodide molecule is exchanged with the 1-127 molecule of the 

impregnant molecule. This trapping mechanism is sensitive to 

operating variables such as humidity, air velocity, contaminants 

adsorbed on the carbon surface, etc. I will discuss these 

effects shortly.  

At this point in tie, R&D was continuing to evaluate and 

substantiate the isotopic exchange mechanism while, at the same 

time, the first generation of large nuclear power reactors was 

under design and construction. The AEC directed that some of the 

lab effort be directed to obtain design data rather than additional 

evaluation of the trapping mechanism. Safety philosophy was 

concerned with the hazards of large accidents with release of 

radioactive iodine rather than with small releases during routine 

power operations. Consequently most of the R&D effort was 

consumed in looking at the processing of containment contents of 

PWR's following a DBA where conditions of high temperatures, 

high humidities, and high pressures would be present. The advent 

of containment spray technology served to reduce the experimental 

effort directed toward carbon trapping technology. Then, about 

1970, the AEC chose to phase out practically all R&D on iodine 

trapping by carbon.  

Now, I shall turn to the application of laboratory data to the 

design and operation of full-scale carbon systems for nuclear 

reactors. We know through lab studies that the trapping of 

elemental iodine is efficient under most operating conditions, 
while the trapping of methyl iodide is sensitive to operating 

conditions. Design is therefore carried out from the stand

point of methyl iodide trapping rather than I2 trapping. The 

effect of air velocity can be handled through design; sufficient 

surface area and depth of carbon are provided to produce the 

desired residence time of 0.25 seconds. Provisions for controlling 

the relative humidity have been provided in some installations; 

for example, the heating coils contained in BWR Standby Gas



Treatment Systems. Generally, no provisions for humidity control 

are provided and a reduced value for efficiency is selected to 

compensate for the effects of high humidity operation. No 

special provisions are made to prevent the surface contamination 

of carbon by trace organics in the air being processed. This 

variable is handled by replacing the exposed carbon with new 

carbon when lab tests show that the methyl iodide efficiency 

has dropped below a preselected value.  

Several types of carbon systems are currently in use; the 

principal types are: 

1. Once-through .systems operating continuously; such as those 

on AEC-owned reactors.  

2. Once-through systems on standby for accident operation; 

such as BWIR Standby Offgas Systems.  

3. Once-through systems on standby for intermittant operation; 

such as those on fuel handling buildings and containment purge.  

4. Recirculating systems on standby for use in PWR containment 

inder accident conditions.  

Design, construction, and operation of some carbon systems were 

concurrent with lab R&D. Some data exist for each type of 

application, but it is by no means comprehensive. So, under the 

circumstances, one is forced to use what data exist and extrapolate 

to the particukar conditions of interest. In the absence of 

knowledge one tends to introduce safety factorsfor compensation.  

As an example, suppose that one is interested in determining the 

methyl iodide efficiency for a once-through, ambient temperature 

carbon system at various conditions of relative himidity - a 

collection of applicable published data from several investigators 

SLIDE 2 

Some difficulty might be encountered in fitting the best line 

through these data loints. But, to accomplish our objective 

one is forced to place such a line. With these, and other data,



a carbon system isdesigned, constructed, and placed into the 

service for vhich it is intended. Although the efficiency of 

the new carbon maybe known.through lab tests, attention must be 

given, and tests applied, to demonstrate that the mechanical 

construction of the system is up to .the applicable standards or 

specifications; no bypassing of air can be allowed if the 

integrity of the system is to be maintained. The basic operation 

of an inplace test is to introduce a test agent upstream of the 

carbon filter and secure samples both upstream and downstream 

for analysis; by comparing these quantities one can determine 

the presence or absence of leakage pathways. Three test agents 

are used for leak testing of carbon systems: 

SLIDE 3 

Radioactive iodine is used at ORNL and at Hanford for inplace 

testing of iodine efficiency. Radioactive methyl iodide is 

used at ORNL for inplace testing of methyl iodide exchange 

trapping efficiencies. These test agents do provide somewhat of 

a quantitative indication of system efficiency. Data from ORNL 

and from Germany indicate that inplace tests using radioactive,.  

test agents tend to give higher results than lab tests on samples 

of carbon removed from the system. Nonradioactive Freon 112 is 

used as the test agent at Savannah River and at nuclear power 

stations. This test agent does not produce an efficiency value 

for the carbon - the value obtained is a measure of the freedom 

the system has from leakage pathways. Lab analysis of used carbon 

with radioactive Ig or CH3 I is the only way to obtain the true 

value of trapping efficiency.  

It has been determined that impregnated carbons gradually suffer 

a loss of efficiency for methyl iodide trapping upon continued 

exposure to flowing air. The primary cause is thought to be the 

adsorption of trace organics from the flowing air. ThG fficisC 

for elemental iodine is also lost, but a much slower rate.  

Activated carbon maintains a high efficiency for 12 in continuous 

flow systems at ORNL and Savannah River for periods of 3 to 4 years.



To illustrate the loss of methyl iodide trapping efficiency I 

have selected some data from ORNL: 

SLIDE 4 

Impregnated carbon samples were treated in three ways: (1) 

simple aging unexposed to the atmosphere, (2) exposed to clean, 

humid air flow in the laboratory, and (3) exposed to flowing air 

from the interior of the ORR reactor building. We see, from these 

data, that simple aging has little noticable effect; clean air 

flow produces a slight loss of efficiency; "dirty" air flow 

produces a significant loss of methyl iodide efficiency. These 

data have been supplirmented and confirmed by the behavior of 

carbon samples exposed to the exhaust air flow from the BSR and 

HFIR reactors at Oak Ridge.  

Therefore, recognizing that our knowledge of the efficiency of 

carbon for iodine and iodine compounds, under all possible 

conditions of application and all possible conditions of 

environment, is incomplete, we utilize conservatism in the choice 

of design parameters and operating conditions. We test the 

wisdom of our choices by a surveillance program on the operating 

system consisting of various lab and field tests. The quality 

or condition of the cabbon is monitored by periodic lab tests on 

samples removed from the system and inplace tests are applied to 

monitor any possible mechanical deterioration of carbon cells, 

welds, gaskets, etc., which could produce bypass air leakage. If 

the carbon quality falls below a predetermined value, it is 

replaced with new carbon; if bypass leakage occurs, the source 

is found, and the pathway closed.  

The application of activated carbon in exhaust systems of AEC

owned reactors is. olY some 10 years o]ld nur experience and 

knowledge of the behavior of fullscale carbon systems of the 

various types used in nuclear power stations only covers a very 

few years. Field experience is now being acquired by the owners 

and operators of nuclear power stations and I feel that there is



much yet to be learned by all parties concerned with the design, 
operation, and evaluation of these carbon systems.  

With this presentation as a background, I will now call upon 

Mr. of CP&L to discuss the application, operation, 
and testing of carbon systems from an operator t s point of view.



TRAPP ING MECHANISMS FOR RADIOACTIVE IOD INE 

1312 + C (carbon surface) -
13 1I - C (carbon surface) 

CH 131I + 127I (impregnant) >CH 3127 131I (impregnant)



EFFICTENCY OF VARIOUS IMPREGNATED CHAROALS FOR TRAPPING METHYL IODIDE 
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INPLACE TEST AGENTS FOR ACTIVATED CARBON SYSTEMS 

Test Results Define: 
Agent Used By Efficiency Leakage 

12 OP&L, HANFORD (YES) YES 

CH3 13 1 ORNL (YES) YES 

FREON 112 SRL, UTILITIES NO YES



EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TO CONTINUING AIR FLOW ON 

METHYL IODIDE EFFICIENCY 

.............. ..... e ( months) 

-10 -.  

S -. LabExposed (12 months) 

S95 
4-1 

ORR Exposed (152months) 

90 o 4 to (X to 

olume Changes (Vol. of Air / Vol. of carbon) 

(Ref:-P ORNIL-TM-2860) 
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FOW4 850 REV. .10

CAROLINA PO'N E I COMPN 

DAILY OPERATING REPORT 

ENDING MN 8:00 Am 
DAY DATE DAY DATE 

PLANTS AND MIDNIGHT 8: 00 AMD 
TIE LINES MWH DISCH. PRECIP. EL EV. BY PASS ARO TEMP-F PRECIP. MW 

CHARLOTTE 

CANTON 

HIGH ROCK 

q NARROWS AL___ 

SALUOA 

KERR DAM 

TILLERY 

BLEWETT 2 / 25 

WALTERS 

MARSHALL COAL ON HAND TONS WEEKS SUPPLY (WALTERS DAM) 

CAPE FEAR 

WEATHERSPOON (GAS) 

LEE (GAS) 

SUTTON (GAS) 

ROBINSON (GAS . 2 C 0 

ROBINSON NU.  

ASHEVILLE.  

ROXBORO 

MOREHEAD I.C. TOT. -2 

cP& LCO. GEN. MA MW - TIME L F. LAST YR-MH GAIN MW GAIN 

FROM FOREIGN CO.  

APP. SYS. TOT.  

TO FOREIGN CO.  

C P&LCO. LOAD )0 7 . 7 7 /c7 z / 
PEAK FIRM DEMAND 3 5 - MW AT M ADDITIONAL CAPACITY AVAILABLE MW 

AVG. TEMP. / WET BULB 

LAST YEAR 7 1 MWH RECEIVED FROM FOREIGN COMPANIES LAST YEAR 0 () 
TOTAL TOTAL LIMITED NON- LOSS MW 

TRANS- FIRM RESERVE TRANS.  
METERED ACTIONS TERM DISPL. COMP 8:00 AM 

AP CO. 31_7 
V E & P CO.  

DUKE POWER CO. 0 

SCf&GCO.  

YADKIN. INC..  

TVA 

KERR DAM L/ 

MISC.  

OPER. REG. 2_ 
TOTAL 

MWH DELIVERED TO FOREIGN COMPANIES 
TOTAL TOTAL LIMITED NON- IzOSS MW 

*TRANS. FIRM RESERVE TAS 
METERED ACTIONS TERM DISPL. COMP. 8:00 AM 

AP CO. .  

VE&PCO.  

DUKE POWER CO.  

SCE&GCO.  

YADKIN 

TVA 
KERR DAM 

OPER.REG. . /, ' _ _/ 

TOTAL ) 'j 

HEP CO. 211i 2S CFS AT 6 PM AND CFS AT 8 AM 

ESTIMATED 

CAPACITY NOT AVAILABLE AT PEAK ADDITIONAL CAPACITY AT PEAK 

S 7 7 3 .i 

* 9~~~L/*CIL ,. /~i~.S.-*.~ 

* 1~ .. ~22 / 2 ~2, ~ 
* ~~~ ~j 7 7- -~ - 24oz



DAILY STATUS REPORT 
JAt time of estimated daily peak) 

Time Day Date 

CP&L CO. DUKE SCE&G CO, YEPCO 

1. TRANSACTIONS 2j 172 

2. UNAVAILABLE CAPACITY . ) 
A Scheduled - List (% ~ ' '' ~' $ i f' ~ J_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

by unit name h r v 

ahd number ( ~ ,,/ - & _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

I._ __C.C'T_ _ _ _ __nes

1. Unscheduled.  
List by namec t c m A vs(abl/on Reerve.5 
and unit numbirr .6p :_8 ICm1o--(i' iL _ 

3. CAP. AVAIL.-OFF LINE - ir . Qc___________ J7:~~
1. C. Turbines ., zA ~ / i9 /'. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

4. r-ST. 00O MIN.PEAK &TIME -1A~)L Ll /L -h

105. EST. SPINNING RESERVE* ___ i~~4/k K-.  

0 1t only w~xio~ty tha crn bie nwdo Gvsoeb in RJ0.1 1



FORM 850 REV. 11/70 

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 

DAILY OPERATING REPORT 

ENDING MN 8:00 AM 
DAY DATE DAY DAT 

PLANTS AND MIDNIGHT 8: 00 AM 
TIE LINES MWH DISCH. PRECIP. ELEV. BY PASS BARO. TEMP-F PRECIP. MW 

Rift PAST FORK 
CHARLOTTE 7 
CANTON 

HIGH ROCK 4,6 5-o NARROWS 

SALUDA 

KERR DAM 

TILLERY 

BLEWETT{L 

WALTERS 

MARSHALL COAL ON HAND-TONS WEEKS SUPPLY (WALTERS DAM) 3 
CAPE FEAR2-e 

wEATHERSPOON (G AS) 

LEE (GAS) 

SUTTON _ .. < / (I 32 2 GAS) .  

ROBINSON (~~.~ . GAS) 2 q,2_C0 ___ Ji 
ROBINSON NU. ___i_ 

ROXBORO ..  
ASHEVILLE -".  

MOREHEAD I.C. TOT. L2 .3 _ _ 

CP & L CO. GEN. MAX MW TIME L. F: LAST YR-MWH GAIN MW GAIN 

FROM FOREIGN CO.  

APP. SYS. TOT.  

TO FOREIGNCO.  

C P& CO. LOAD o- 3 I 6'( .2 , 
PEAK FIRM DEMAND 3 ( 7 MW AT L/ M ADDITIONAL CAPACITY AVAILAB LE. 32q MW 

AVG. TEMP. WET BULB 3 
LAST YEAR MWH RECEIVED FROM FOREIGN COMPANIES LAST YEAR 

TOTAL TOTAL FIRM LIMITED NON- LOSS TA. MW TRANS., IR RES ERVE ..- TRANS.  
METERED ACTIONS TERM DISPL. COMP. 8:00 AM 

AP CO. a S-6 

VE & PCO.  

DUKE POWER CO.  

SCE &GCO.  

YADKIN, INC.  

TVA 

KERR DAM 

MISC.  

OPER. REG. 2 

TOTAL 2- _3 _ 

MWH DELIVERED TO FOREIGN COMPANIES 
TOTAL TOTAL LIMITED NON- LOSS TN MW TRANS- FIRM RESERVE .TAS 

METERED ACTIONS TERM DISPL. COMP. 8:00 AM 

AP CO. E 6 T 

VE&PCO.  

DUKE POWER CO.  
SCE&GCO. c> 

YADKIN 

TVA 

KERR DAM 

OPER. REG.  

TOTAL 

HEPCO.. CFS AT 6PM AND CFS AT 8 M 

ESTIMATED 

CAPACITY NOT AVAILABLE AT PEAK ADDITIONALCAPACITY AT PEAK 

rADDTONALCAPAC T 3Pl, 

/ dc < 60 .5c .2 

* ~ ISL7~/62.- SC L 7'



DAILY STATUS REPORT 
(At time of estimated daily peak) . .  

p9~~~~ -q ias.?A , / 6:e7 
Time Day Date 

CP&L CO. DUKE SCE&G CO. VEPCO 

1. TR ANSACTIONS1L 

2. UNAVAILABLE CAPACITY 
A. Scheduled - List 

by unit name J 71 nnd number ,1.A~1.I ______________C 

B. Unscheduled - c7, 
List by namne / .6 __________ 

and unit number 

3. CAP. AVAIL.-OFF LINE I-A e/ -1-A r9 -l 
Identify by Unit 

No. except 
I. C. Turbines 

4. EST. 60 MIN.PEAK & TIME ;77 K s- 51P 

5. EST. SPINNING RESERVE* .

-. WEATHER 

*Li only cmadty that can be made veable as Re.rv.



MONDAY MORNING REPORT 

CP&L CO. LOAD 

Week 1973 27 /WH 3W 

Comparable Week / 2 

.%Gain 13,x /s 

% Gain 1972 

December 31, 1972 to date (Complete 4WH 
weeks) 

Comparable Period 

% Gain 

% Gain 1972 C7 

Received shipping notices on cars of coal during week - Larry Tippett 

JEB:Jab


